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The American Recorder Society was founded in 1939 to enable recorder players to meet, improve
their playing skills and publish editions of recorder music. In 2009, the Society celebrated 70 years
of service to its constituents. Today there are ARS members throughout the U.S., Canada, and 30 countries
around the world, representing professional and amateur players, consorts and recorder orchestras, teachers,
students, composers, workshop organizers, and those who make, repair, or sell recorders. Active ARS chapters
exist all over North America.
The San Francisco Chapter of the ARS meets year-round every third Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. here at Christ
Church Lutheran. For information on how to become a member, please contact Florence Kress,
fkress@aol.com or (415) 731-9709.

SFRS is an affiliate of the San Francisco Early Music Society. www.sfems.org

The graphic used on our program and concert flyer was taken from a larger piece that
was created by Daniel Mitsui www.danielmitsui.com (the original image is shown
here). Mr. Mitsui is an American artist who specializes in religious art, most of which is
inspired by gothic illuminated manuscripts from the Middle Ages in Western Europe.
The intricate outside border shows an assortment of animals and plants, suggesting
genesis and creation, or the Garden of Eden.

Sunday, November 26, 2017
2:00 P.M.
Christ Church Lutheran
1090 Quintara Street, San Francisco
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The San Francisco Recorder Society chose the theme of this concert based on the title
piece, Ecce Quam Bonum by Ludwig Senfl. The name is the opening the text in his motet for
5 voices: “Ecce quam bonum et quam jucundum habitare fratres in unum”, from

Ecce quam bonum (prima pars)
Windy Hill – from Kiki’s Delivery Service (1989)

Ludwig Senfl (1486-1543)
Joe Hisaishi (b. 1950)

arr. for recorders by Masayuki Fujii
 Saint Francis Recorder Group

My Lagan Love

Trad. Irish air (collected 1903)

 SDW (the women of SDQ)

Duette #1 (from Vier Duette”)
Kanon

Hinrich Luchterhandt (1923-2017)
Jacob Obrecht (1457-1505)

Psalm 132:1-3 of the St. Jerome’s Latin Vulgate. Senfl composed the piece to be
performed at the Diet of Augsburg in 1530, to address the growing rift which had
developed between the Catholic and Protestant churches and urge them to make
peace with one another. We found this sentiment to be particularly appropriate in
today’s political climate. Below is the text as translated in the Kings James Bible –
the chapters are numbered slightly differently from the Vulgate:
133 Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell
together in unity! 2 It is like the precious ointment upon the head, that
ran down upon the beard, even Aaron's beard: that went down to the
skirts of his garments; 3 As the dew of Hermon, and as the dew that
descended upon the mountains of Zion: for there the LORD commanded
the blessing, even life for evermore.

 Duo of Multi-Enjoyments

Sonata in A minor

Jean Baptiste Loeillet de Gant (1688-1720)

Adagio, Allegro
 Lydia Fredkin and Beth Warren

Trio - Opus 133 No. 2

James Hook (1746-1827)

Allegretto, Andantino e sempre piano, Allegretto
 Dannorial

Andante (from Sonata V Op.6 Nr. 5)

Giuseppe Sammartini (1695-1750)

 Topaz

Le doulz parler, par gracieux atrait
Je sui aussi
En l’amoureux vergier

Anonymous (French Cypriot, late 14th c.)
Guillaume de Machaut (1300-1377)
(Jean) Solage (fl. late 14th c.)

 Ensemble Trecento

A Felicidade (1958)

Antônio Carlos Jobim (1927-1994)

 May Yee

Vidit Jacob scalam
Amica mea / Ich stund an einem Morgen
A Get Together (from 3 Fantasies: Waiting for a Bus)
Pigs in Gumboots (or Wellies, if You Prefer)
 SDQ

 FIn 

Thomas Crequillon (1505-1557)
Ludwig Senfl (1486-1543)
Pete Rose (b. 1942)
Lance Eccles (b. 1944)

thE EnsEmBlEs
Saint Francis Recorder Group: Patricia Arack  Mary Carrigan  Lydia Fredkin
Regan Harrington  James Kohn  Florence Kress  Jay Kreuzer
Barbara Lee  Debra Moore  May Yee

Duo of Multi-Enjoyments: Jody Harcourt  Jack O’Neill
Dannorial: Nori Hudson, viola  Alan Paul, oboe, traverso  Daniel Soussan, recorder
Topaz: Elaine Fisher Kohn  James Kohn
Ensemble Trecento: Greta Haug-Hryciw  Mark Schiffer  Beth Warren
SDQ: Nancy Grant  Greta Haug-Hryciw  Jay Kreuzer
Daniel Soussan  Beth Warren  Mark Schiffer

Mr. Luchterhandt died recently, in June of this year.  Johannes Obrecht (2nd generation of the
Franco-Flemish school) became the most famous composer of masses in Europe in the late 15th
century, being eclipsed by only Josquin des Prez after his death. In his youth he probably learned to
play the trumpet, like his father, learning counterpoint and how to improvise over a cantus firmus
line. When Duke Ercole d’Este heard his music, he proclaimed Obrecht the best of all contemporary
composers, and invited him to Ferrara for six months in 1487. He returned to stay in Ferrara in
1504, but when the Duke died at the beginning of the following year, Obrecht became
unemployed. Tragically, he died there in the outbreak of plague in 1505. The Kanon is an unusual
example of Obrecht’s work, in that it is for only two instruments, in strict canon. It is cataloged as
an example of the aeolian mode in Henricus Glarenaus’s Dodecachordon treatise of (1547).
Beth and Lydia both live in San Francisco and enjoy getting together to play Baroque duets.
They have selected two movements from a Loeillet sonata. Belgian composer Jean Baptiste Loeillet
de Gant, who spent most of his life in France in service to the archbishop of Lyon, wrote many
works for recorder, including trio sonatas, unaccompanied sonatas for two recorders, and solo
sonatas. He added "de Gant" (or “Ghent”) to his surname to avoid confusion with his first cousin,
Jean-Baptiste Loeillet “of London” (1680-1730), who was also a very well-known musician and
composer living in England. Adding to the confusion, the London cousin was also known in France
as Lully or Lullie, but neither was related to the French composer, Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632-1687).
The similar names have often caused and mis-attribution of works.
A newly-formed ensemble of energetic, vibrant period-instrument enthusiasts, Dannorial
(Daniel, Nori, and Alan) is single-handedly responsible for the James Hook craze that is sweeping the
North American continent. The groups's far-flung performance venues range from rehearsals in
Albany, CA, to a performance at the Bay Area's premier showcase for up-and-coming early music
talent, the Swedenborgian Hillside Community Church in El Cerrito. Long-term Bay Area residents all,
the group’s interests include historically-informed performance, practical orthotics, irregular verbs,
computer life hacks, and aroma therapy research.  English composer James Hook was the son of
James Hook of Norwich, a razor-grinder and cutler. At a very early age, young James displayed a
remarkable musical talent, playing the harpsichord by the age of four and performing concertos in
public at age six. He began performing regularly by the time he was 10 years old. He moved to
London when he was about 17 where he made a very decent living from teaching, composing,
transcribing music, and tuning keyboard instruments. Primarily an organist, he became known for
writing vocal music. He was invited to perform concertos between the main works in the London
theatres, and his short musical entertainments and comic operas (for which his wife was the
librettist) were being produced for the “Pleasure Gardens” that were popular at the time.
Topaz is husband and wife team of Elaine Fisher and James Kohn, who have been playing music
together for about five years, and keep upping their game with music skills. Jim has learned to play
not only recorder (SATB) but now the bassoon. Elaine, who started on modern flute and alto
recorder, now also plays Baroque traverso and as well as challenging herself with the tenor recorder
and harpsichord. This is their second appearance in an SFRS concert, playing the first movement of
Sammartini’s Sonata V Op.6 Nr. 5.  Sammartini’s career as a composer advanced when he was
hired as the music master for Frederick, Prince of Wales and Frederick’s wife Augusta. He worked for
the Prince and his family from 1736 until his death. Although overshadowed as a composer by his
brother Giovanni Sammartini, Giuseppe completed a large catalog of beautiful instrumental
compositions.

Ensemble Trecento derives its name from the period of the late 1300s in Italy. The trio is very
fond of music written during that time, when a wonderful explosion of creativity fueled the evolution
of late medieval music into that of the early Renaissance. Playing (modern copies) of period recorders
to play a variety of musical styles of the Trecento, the ensemble especially enjoys performing the
music of composers who wrote in the complex and sophisticated ars subtilior style, as well as works
from earlier medieval repertoire, and from the avant-garde late 1400s.  For three centuries,
beginning in the late 12th century, the island of Cyprus was an outpost of European culture. A large
number of Europeans, mostly French emigrated there and lived beside the local people. Le doulz
parler (from MS Torino) is a French Cypriot song written a century into the colonization of the island.
As is characteristic of the genre, the rhythms of the lines are virtually independent of one another
until the cadences.  Machaut, a prolific French poet and highly influential in the ars nova
movement, is one of the earliest composers on whom significant biographical information is
available. Well into the 15th century, Machaut's poetry was greatly admired and imitated by others,
including Geoffrey Chaucer. Je sui aussi is a ballade in three verses, telling of intense love, and the
deep pain suffered because it is an impossible match.  Solage was a French composer, and likely
also a poet. His first name is uncertain, but from oblique references it is thought to be Jean. He
composed the most pieces in the musically rich and beautifully illustrated Chantilly Codex, containing
112 pieces by 14 French composers, and is the principal source of music of the ars subtilior. En
l’amoureux vergier, another 3-verse ballade, is heavily laced with double-entendres of a very adult
nature. Since these pieces are being presented instrumentally, they have been abbreviated.
A Felicidade (Happiness) was composed in 1958 by Antônio Carlos Jobim for the soundtrack of
Orfeu Negro (Black Orpheus). The film, based on the 3-act stage play Orfeu da Conceição by
Portugese playwright and poet Vinícius de Moraes, was filmed mostly in the favelas of Rio de
Janiero. Although in Portugese, it is considered a French film because the director, Marcel Camus,
was French. The text of the song (by Moraes), in part, translates as: “Happiness is like a feather /
That the wind carries on the air / It flies so lightly / But it has a brief life / It needs wind to go on
and on.” The film won the Palme d’Or at the 1959 Cannes Film Festival and the 1960 Oscar for Best
Foreign Language Film, bringing worldwide attention to Jobim and the bossa nova movement.
Jobim is considered not only one of the greatest exponents of Brazilian music, but also one of the
greatest composers of 20th century popular music.
 Local recorder ensemble SDQ was officially formed in 2004 after four of them played in the
band for a run of Twelfth Night at Half Moon Bay’s Coastal Repertory Theatre. They often
incorporate use of instruments other than recorders in their performances, as well as the company
of guest performers.  “Jacob's Ladder” (Hebrew: Sulam Yaakov  )סולם יעקבis the colloquial name
for a connection between the earth and heaven that the biblical patriarch Jacob dreams about
during his flight from his brother Esau (Genesis 28:12,16). Crequillon colored Vidit Jacob scalam
with rather obvious word painting. You will hear the 5 recorder voices ascend the “ladder” in the
opening measures and then descend when the text becomes “et angelos descendentes” (“and
angels descending”). Some scholars feel this device was a mere contrivance and perhaps too
convenient a way to construct a chanson, but the music sweeps up and down the staff quite
beautifully, so Crequillon can be forgiven. Because they were imitative, his chansons were
considered the best models for the later development of the canzona, the instrumental form which
developed directly from the chanson.  Senfl appears twice on our program today. In addition to
(continued on reverse)

sacred music, he composed numerous German lieder, such as Ich stund an einem Morgen the
secular tune which is paired with the repeating Amica mea chant in the bass line, the text for which
comes from the Song of Solomon 6:3. These two voices form a double cantus firmus in the very
brief piece presented here. The other three voices are written as instrumental and playfully dance
around the two slow and steady vocal lines.  Contemporary composer and jazz recorder player
Pete Rose fused material from the music of Guillaume de Machaut and Guillaume Dufay with jazz
elements in his fantasy, Waiting for a Bus. When all 3 movements of the fantasy are performed,
Rose encourages the piece to be staged, as if the players are actually waiting for a bus. SDQ has
opted to play it “straight” while presenting only the first movement, wherein Rose says he imagines
that Machaut and Dufay are transported to our time and have a conversation with him about
music. The resulting piece has elements from all three both composers and what he calls a cliché
ending in a key that would never have occurred to either of the Medieval Masters. Rose, a
Philadelphian, has written in some big city hustle and bustle.  A linguistics and history professor
at MacQuarie University in Sydney, Dr. Lance Eccles has published articles on the literature and
history of the Chinese Northern and Southern Dynasties period. He has published two books on the
Shanghai dialect, and one on Coptic, and has co-authored a book on the Tetum language of East
Timor. He is one of the editors of the journal Studies in Languages and Cultures of East Timor. He
has also been involved in a project on Manichean studies in China, which required reading texts in
Syriac and Old Turkic. He also composes and publishes a great deal of music for recorder. When
Greta had a casual email conversation with him about his music, she showed him the image of the
little pig from England that you will see today. He was inspired to write this charming trio,
completing it in a single afternoon. In Australia, Wellington boots (a.k.a. “wellies”) are called
“gumboots” – hence the title and subtitle of the piece.

program notEs

The Saint Francis Recorder Group (formerly known as the “San Francisco Recorder Group”) has
been meeting on Thursday evenings at the home of Florence Kress since 1993. This group (of which
Florence and May are founding members) makes up the core of the SFRS. They play for the love of
it, and are now coached by Greta Haug-Hryciw. They have selected two of their recent favorite
pieces for the program. They open the program with our title piece, Ecce quam bonum. Ludwig Senfl
wrote this beautiful 5-part motet to be sung at the 1530 Diet of Augsburg. The rift between the
Catholic and Protestant factions was becoming more and more hostile, and the composition put to
music the text of Psalm 133 “Behold, how good and how pleasant it is when brothers dwell in
unity…,” to beautifully encourage brotherly coöperation and peace between the two Christian sects,
and to remind them of God’s grace. The composition was written in two sections (prima pars and
secunda pars). SFRG will play only the prima pars.  Windy Hill is from the soundtrack of Kiki's
Delivery Service (魔女の宅急便 – Majo no Takkyūbin: "Witch's Delivery Service"), a 1989 fantasy
anime by Hayao Miyazaki, an adaptation of the 1985 novel by Eiko Kadono. The film tells the story of
Kiki, a young witch who moves to a new town and uses her flying ability to earn a living. The
composer is well-known for over 100 film scores and solo albums dating back to 1981. His music
style is varied, and is known to explore and incorporate different genres, including minimalist,
experimental electronic, European classical, and Japanese classical music.
My Lagan love is a traditional Irish air collected in 1903 in northern Donegal. The English lyrics
have been credited to Joseph Campbell (1879-1944, also known as Seosamh MacCathmhaoil), and
Joseph McCahill, among others. In 1904 Campbell began a collaboration with composer Herbert
Hughes, and together they collected traditional airs from the remote parts of County Donegal.
While on holiday in Donegal, Hughes had learned the air from Proinseas mac Suibhne, who had
learned it from his father Seaghan mac Suibhne, who had learned it fifty years before that. The
Lagan referred to in the title may be the River Lagan. However, even though the Lagan River runs
through Belfast, some argue that the Lagan in the song refers to a stream that empties into Lough
Swilly in County Donegal, not far from where Herbert Hughes collected the song.
Where Lagan stream sings lullaby
There blows a lily fair
The twilight gleam is in her eye
The night is on her hair
And like a love-sick lennan-sídhe *
She has my heart in thrall
Nor life I owe nor liberty
With love is lord of all.

And sometimes when the beetle's horn
Hath lulled the eve to sleep
I steal unto her shielding lorn
And through the dooring peep.
There on the cricket's singing stone,
She spares the bogwood fire,
And hums in sad sweet undertones
The song of heart's desire.

* fairy mistress
Duo of Multi-Enjoyments (Jack O’Neill and Jody Harcourt) are East Bay residents who have both
been members of SFRS for years. They enjoy playing duets together and are both members of the
Barbary Coast Recorder Orchestra. They are presenting two favorite duets. Hinrich Luchterhandt is
a contemporary German composer from Berlin. He was a violin and composition student at the
University of Music in Detmold where he became a lecturer and professor of music, choir and
chamber orchestra director. He wrote for recorders as well as sacred and secular music for voices.

